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Comments for Transmission to Authors
Please see my attached comments dated February 12, 2011.
In summary, the report does an adequate and thorough job in reviewing the literature that
could be applied to the economic assessment of implications for low water conditions on
the Great Lakes. I would support the overall thrust of the report which recommends the
use of the hedonic pricing method (HPM). My comments on the report make some
suggestions how the report could be improved to make this case even stronger. For
example my comments in the paragraph beginning “Also the effect …”, and comments on
pages 9, 51, and 54 are intended to strengthen the analyses and conclusions. I also make a
recommendation that Contingent Value studies be undertaken at all sites as a check to the
HPM results. I understand that this may not be supported by the study budgets that are in
place. I would support sharing my comments here and within the attachment with the
authors.

